Behind the High Board Fence

Chapter 10—Sharps ride streetcar

1. Which was a benefit of streetcars?

A less noise
B cheaper fare
C many destinations
D overcrowded stations

2. Which best describes the main subject of the chapter?

A the use of streetcars
B the importance of picnics
C band concerts as entertainment
D summertime activities in a small town

3. Whose advice encouraged Helen?

A her parents
B a fortune teller
C the musicians
D a streetcar motorman

4. Which best shows the relationship between the coming of automobiles and the closing of Nissen Park?

A cause and effect
B compare and contrast
C problem and solution
D subject and agreement

5. Which best describes the streetcar ride?

A complicated
B dangerous
C enjoyable
D unpleasant
Discuss and write about each chapter, completing open-ended sentences, such as:

1. I learned…

2. I predict…

3. I felt…because…

4. I thought…because…

5. I liked the way the writer (or illustrator)…